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Hello again dear reader!
Following the success of the previous numbers of our Niño Jesús School magazine, a new one has come out.
It deals with different topics you will be really interested in.
Anyway, we hope you will enjoy the reading because
we all students from Secondary Niño Jesús School have
worked hard to make it a big hit. We would also like to thank everybody who has
tried to make a contribution. Read and enjoy it and let us know any suggestions to
improve our magazine
Enjoy it!!!

Edition : Colegio Niño Jesús School
Print: Colegio Niño Jesús School
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Hipster STYLE.
Hipster fashion is a subculture associated with independent music and alternative lifestyles.
Hipsterism is a mixture of beatnik, punk, hippie, and post –punk.
Beatnik:
It was invented in 1958 by the American journalist Herb Caen, to insult the beat generation and
their followers. It was adopted and diffused to all of the media, it‟s a young style, that can be distinguished by the form of dress and how they get ready, that converted it into a fashion style. It‟s
related to violence, laziness, vandalism and criminal gangs. The beatniks and beat followers
started to disappear around the middle the 70‟s. (Beat and beatnik are synonymous).

Hippie:
Hippie, hippy or jip is a pacifistic and liberal fashion, that was
invented in 1960 in the United States. The word hippie comes
from an English word, hipster that is used to described a beatnik’s culture. (The American city San Francisco (California) was
the base of the beat generation). The hippies listened to rock
folk and groove, they believed in liberal love. They used marijuana and drugs known to be hallucinogenic. They meditated, and
they sometimes supported causes that were artistic, spiritual,
ecological and political. In late 1970 in The United States, they made a new generation that was
called neo-hippies.
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Punk:
Punk or punk rock is a musical genre that was invented in 1970, characterized by its independent attitude. At the beginning punk was a simple and carefree music, a simple type of
rock with simple melodies. It went hand in hand with its noisy and aggressive environment

Grunge:
We can say that it is Seattle´s sound, it is a rock genre, that originated from hard rock and alternative rock as well as being influenced by noisier rock, similar to heavy metal, punk…
It was invented at the end of the 80‟s by groups from the north American state, Washington
specifically in the area of Seattle‟s. The characteristic of grunge sound is the energy and distorted guitars. It has reached the entire world. It disappeared in the 90‟s

Post punk:
Post punk or after punk is a style of music. It was invented at the end of the 70‟s when the explosion of this was weakened.
The word “hipster” came from the word “hip” , in
1940, they used this word to describe Afro-American
culture, now the hipster word is used to describe alternative or anti-fashion trends.
This fashion is composed of young people, they live
in different places within the city, they like alternative
music and urban sports, like the roller-blading.
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When our parents were kids they used to watch
lots of series that nowadays young people do not
even know about. These series were very different from nowadays series, but the special effects,
the images and the quality were worse.

There were only two channels: “la 1” and “ la 2” ,
so it wasn‟t difficult to choose a channel for entertainment. Lots of these series were didactic, with
animals or fantastic characters, but other series were just to entertain, to
have fun or develop children imagination.
Other series were about historical famous characters.
“El Cid”, “Don Quijote”, “Dartañan” or “Ulises”.
There were even lot of series, but children only watched
TV once a week or at the weekend.
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BERLíN.
Where is Berlin?
Berlin is the capital of Germany.
Population?
It has 3.5 million inhabitants.
Temperatures?
- In the summer it‟s often close to 30 degrees so you have to wear short and fresh clothes.
- In winter it‟s usually below zero degrees so they wear a lot of warm clothes.
Important places:
4 airports
- An island of museums

- Train station

- Shopping centers and expensive shops

- A Christmas market (at Christmas)

- Cinema festival of Berlin

Museums
-Tiergarten: It‟s a park. In this park there are a lot of famous monuments.
- Siegessäule: Victory column.
- Unter den Linden: It‟s the main boulevard in Berlin.
- Aquarium: It is one of the biggest
aquariums in Germany.

Our opinion:
We like this city because it is very interesting and it has a lot of
fun things as we have mentioned in this article. There are a lot of
museums and famous places. The city has got a lot of parks, we
have only named the Tiergarten, but there are more beautiful
parks, for example, the Botanical Gardens. There are some
festivals, such as the cinema
festival, but there are a lot more
important festivals. To get
around the city you should go by underground or much better
if you ride a bike. You must pay for the hire of the bike when
you ride your bike you must ride in the same direction as the
cars. When you go to the city at Christmas you can see the
market and the view is so beautiful
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Grand Theft Auto V is an open
w orld, action-adventure video
game developed by Rockstar
North and published by Rockstar
Games. It was released on 17 September 2013 for the PlayStation
3 and Xbox 360 consoles. It is the fifteenth title in the Grand Theft Auto series, and the first main entry
since Grand Theft Auto IV in 2008.
Grand Theft Auto V is played from a third-person perspective in an open world environment, allowing the player to interact with the game world at their leisure.
The game is set within the fictional state of San
Andreas, based on Southern California, and affords the player the ability to freely roam the
world's countryside and the fictional city of Los
Santos, based on Los Angeles.
The single player is able to control three different
characters (Trevor, Michel and Franklin) and the
player can also change between them and experiment with different abilities that the characters
have.
Rockstar Games wanted to change the ability to play GTA V comparing it with other games of
GTA. Company changed fluid movements from Red Dead Redemption, as run or cover up, and
effects from Max Payne 3 as the bullet time, for this sensation of first person in a game of third
person. Also, the mechanic of conduction has changed after their fans complained about it.
In the inferior right corner you can choose between the different characters. First Franklin, then
Michael and after them Trevor. The fourth character is the character that the player has online.
In the inferior left corner you can find the map. In this game, it has also changed. Here, the map
is rectangular and the view changes depending on the player movements, walking, by plane or
by car.
Under the map, you can find some bars
which indicate life, armor and special ability.
In our opinion this game is a really good
game and the graphics are also great and it
is a very recommendable game for people
who enjoy action games and having a
good time playing alone or online with
friends and other people from different
countries.
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CURIOSITIES ABOUT LEFT-HANDED PEOPLE
Ten per cent of the world‟s population is left-handed. There are more left-handed men
(13%) than women (9%).
Since the majority of the population is right-handed, objects are designed for those people,
for example, car gearstick.
Generally, lefties manage better with the left parts of their body, and they are more sensitive.
Lefties are more able in sports, for example in football, boxing and tennis. In hockey and
polo is prohibited to use the left hand, so they have to use the right hand.

The life expectancy of left-handed people is
longer than in the case of twins and people with
epilepsy, downs syndrome, autism and neural
disorder among others.
In South California, a group of people did a
study about lefties. They analyzed two thousand cases, and they saw that the average age
of the left-handed person was about nine years
less than the age of a right-handed people.

In the past, left handed people said that they
were right-handed, because they were socially excluded. People believed that left-handers were sons of the
devil. In the school, some teachers hit children with a
ruler if they used their left hand to write.

We think that lefties should have the same rights as
righters and we can learn a lot from this.
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Walter Elias Disney was born on the 5th of December 1901, in Chicago. He was producer,
director, scriptwriter and animator. He founded
with his brother Roy O. Disney The Walt Disney
Company.
He created famous characters with the members of his team,
like, Mickey Mouse, a cartoon of a mouse. Disney used his own voice
for Mickey Mouse.
Walter Disney won 22 Oscar prizes
during his successful career and he was
nominated 59 times.
He won other 4 honorary prizes and he became
the person who won more prizes in the Academy.
He was also awarded with 7 Emmy prizes.
He was married to Lillian Disney and he had two
children: Diane Marie Disney and Sharon Mae
Disney.
Walter Disney died on December 15, 1966, of
lung cancer.
Some minutes before he died he was supposed to be frozen with the idea of being treated in
the future. At least this is what legend says…
MICKEY MOUSE
Disney created a new character , a very nice mouse that would be famous all over the world.
Firstly called “Mortimer”, was renamed as “Mickey Mouse” by Lillian Disney, Walter´s wife.
The first appearance of Mickey Mouse was on May 15, 1928, in Plane Crazy and it was a
mute short film like Disney´s other films until this date. Disney was Mickey Mouse´s voice until
1947.
“Don´t sleep to rest, sleep to dream. Because dreams are there to be accomplished”.
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Capricorn(December 22nd – January 20th)

Cancer (June 22nd- July 22nd)

Love and family: you will have a good week with your
boyfriend/girlfriend.

Love and family: if you´re single, it´s because you are
very shy, you have to be yourself

Work: if you are thinking about starting a business,
don´t do it, just postpone it.

Work: you have to develop your capacities and you´ll
be lucky in each situation.

Health: try to sleep for more hours, and you´ll feel much
better
Aquarius(January 21st- February 19th)
Love and family: Help your family because they will
help you with your problems.
Work: if you are unemployed, don´t be worried, you will
get a job soon.
Health: Keep calm with things, or your health will get
worse
Pisces(February 20th- March 20th)
Love and family: it´s the perfect week to raise a family,
so don´t waste time.
Work: you will earn a lot of money and you will invest it
in helping a friend

Health: take advantage of your free time and it will help
you to relax
Leo(July 23rd-August 23rd)
Love and family: you will enjoy time with your family
and friends
Work: if you are having a difficult time, don´t worry, it
will reach an end
Health: try to avoid green spaces because you can suffer from allergies
Virgo (August 24th-September 23rd )
Love and family: at last, your arguments with some of
your relatives will have finished, relax!
Work: work hard so that your situation will get better

Health: you won´t have any accidents and you will be
happy with yourself

Health: you will be healthy through the week

Aries( March 21st-April 20th)

Libra(September 24th-October 23rd)

Love and family: you will have a lot of time to spend
with your partner

Love and family: your family will tell you that a new
member is coming and you´ll prepare a party.

Work: you will encounter some problems but you can
face them easily

Work: if you´re not working and your situation is very
difficult, don´t worry, it will end

Health: you will have to sleep more or it will cause you
stress-related problems

Health: if you are suffering from any pain, it will finish
soon

Taurus(April 21st- May 20th)

Scorpio(October 24th-November 22nd)

Love and family: you will visit your family and you will
have a nice week

Love and family: you will feel lucky and you will
strengthen your relationship

Work: you will have problems and be careful because
you can be fired
Health: control your diet because you can suffer from
stomach ache
Gemini(May 21st-June 21st)
Love and family: you will break up with your partner
because you are so jealous
Work: you will have to help a workmate, but not with
money, with your company
Health: you will have a fantastic week, but one of your
relatives will become sick

Work: you will realize that you have a lot of work to do,
do it as soon as you can!
Health: be careful with cold drinks, they can damage
your throat
Sagittarius (November 23rd-December 21st)
Love and family: if you are thinking about breaking up
with your partner, don´t do it
Work: try to work less hard and you will enjoy it
Health: you will leave your city to spend your accumulated energies
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INTERMON OXFAM
STORY:
Intermon was born on 11th august 1956 in Barcelona, Spain, to help in the missions in Bolivia, Paraguay and India. At the beginning it was a religious organization and it denounced
unfair situations during the sixties. In 1970 it became lay and independent, and it worked
to get social transformations over the world.
In 1997 Intermon added to Oxfam, which has 17 organizations which work in 90 countries. Oxfam is an international reference because it is the biggest international group of ONG of development in the world.
Nowadays, Intermon works in 39 countries with 76 programs in Africa, America and
Asia.
Intermon has 5 headquarters, in Barcelona, Bilbao, Madrid, Seville and Valencia, 43
committees and 38 shops of fair trade.

OBJECTIVES:
Its objectives are related with “the strength of people against poverty”
People‟s right to be listened: It tries to make people know the poorest people‟s
problems. Intermon invites poor people and excludes to participate in activities
which affect to their wellbeing.
Fair of gender: The discrimination of women is cause and consequence of the poverty. Intermon looks for the contribution of the
women to make their country improve.
Saving lifes, now and in the future: It helps the victims of war and
natural disasters. Intermon helps the Government and the people
be prepared.

Sustainable alimentary systems: the local agriculture and in little size helps to
finish with poverty. Intermon works with the fair trade. This project intends to help
the real producer access the market.
Fair distribution of the natural recourses: Intermon
looks for an equal distribution of the natural recourses with the acceptation from national and international laws.
Finance for the development and basic and universal social services:
Intermon builds hospitals and schools to help women and other social
groups to get their rights to health and education.
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Instagram is an app to share photos so users can apply different photographic effects.
Instragram was created by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger
and it was released in October 2010. The app became popular
so fast, with more than 100 million users by April 2012.
Instagram was designed for the iPhone, iPad and iPod, in April
2012, there was a new version for Android and it was available
to download in Google play.

It consists of sharing photos, and people who like them can put a heart (
) next to it or an
I like or they can comment, and they can start following you, they can add you in their account
with your permission.

There are many types of users, each person can have more than one account. They can be
personal, like selfies, there can be accounts with photos of your idols (famous people), of
landscapes, love messages, animals or whatever you want to share.

In order to have more likes, there are apps
that allow you to earn money if you click on I
like (
).The money that you earn can be
spent giving you likes in the photo that you
want.
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Education system around the World
The education systems are really different all around the world; Japan, United Kingdom, and Finland are the best
examples.
Let‟s start with JAPAN.

Japanese system
Nearly most students access to secondary studies which is voluntary and the students can choose 4 subjects what
will really help them in their life and most of them go to public schools until the secondary school.
These are the years they attend to school: 6 years of basic education, 3 of secondary school, other 3 of bachiller
and finally between 2 and 4 years of superior education.
Japanese culture and its traditions usually focus on social success more than on personal success. It‟s believed
that they will success in their careers due to hard work; so there´s a majority of public schools which specially focus on their students´ teaching, so that they make a society full of traditional Japanese values.

United Kingdom system
There are five stages of education: early years, primary, secondary, Further Education (FE) and Higher Education (HE). Education is compulsory for all children between the ages of 5 (4 in Northern Ireland) and 16; before these children can be educated at nursery. FE is non-compulsory, and covers non-advanced education which can be
taken at further (including tertiary) education colleges and HE institutions (HEIs). The fifth stage, HE, is studied
beyond GCE A levels (and their equivalent) which, for most full-time students, takes place in universities and other
HEIs and colleges.
The "National Curriculum", established in 1988, provides a framework for education in England and Wales between the ages of 5 and 18; in Scotland the nearest equivalent is the 5-14 programme, and in Northern Ireland
there is something known as the common curriculum. The Scottish qualifications the Standard Grades, Highers
and Advanced Highers are highly similar to the English Advanced Subsidiary (AS) and Advanced Level (A2) courses.
Traditionally a high-performing country in international rankings of education, the UK has stagnated in recent years
in such rankings as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) tests; in 2013, for reading and
maths the country as a whole stood in the middle-rankings, a position that was broadly similar to three years before. Within the UK, Scotland performed marginally better than England; both were slightly ahead of Northern Ireland, and markedly ahead of Wales.

Finnish system
Education in Finland is a system with fully subsidised meals served to full-time students. Finnish education system
consists of day care programs (for babies and toddlers) and a one-year "pre-school" (or kindergarten for six-yearolds); a nine-year compulsory basic comprehensive school (starting at age seven and ending at the age of fifteen);
post-compulsory secondary general academic and vocational education; higher education (University and University of Applied Sciences); and adult (lifelong, continuing) education.
The Nordic strategy for achieving equality and excellence in education has been based on constructing a publicly
funded comprehensive school system without selecting, tracking, or streaming.
After their nine-year basic education in a comprehensive school, students at the age of 16 may choose to continue
their secondary education in either an academic track (lukio) or a vocational track (ammattikoulu), both of which
usually take three years.
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100th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR
The First World War began on 28th July 1914 and lasted until 11th November 1918. The war drew in all the
world's economic great powers, which were assembled in two opposing alliances: the Allies (based on the Triple
Entente of the United Kingdom, France and the Russian Empire) and the Central Powers of Germany and Austria
-Hungary.

The first word war was the second bloodiest war in the history of the world after the Second World War.
The most approximate number of deaths in combat and disappearances go from about 11 to 13 million
people on all battlefronts.
They used a lot of different weapons during this war but the most emblematic weapons that would
change history were:
- Maximgewer 08: it was the official heavy
machine gun of the German Army

- Vickers 306 calibre: was the most useful
heavy machine gun from Great Britain

Mauser weapon: was the official rifle of the German Army
also used in World War 2.

Luger pistol: the hand
pistol of German officers

Colt 45 automatic: was the
pistol of the allies in two
world wars and nowadays
still some people use it.

- Lee Enfield: was the official rifle of the British Royal Army.
Bergmann sub–machine gun: was the first sub machine gun
adopted by the German Army in 1918

This year is the 100th anniversary of the First World War and in all the European countries and around all the world
there are going to be a lot of representations of battles.
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The most expensive school in the
world
The school Le Rosey in Switzerland is the most expensive one in the world.
The academic program of Le Rosey is designed to "provide education of breadth, depth and
quality to an international student body." Le Rosey offers a rigorous bilingual and bicultural education with a principal language of instruction, French or English, depending on the
student's academic program.
It was founded in 1880, this mixed boarding school is the oldest private school in
Switzerland. It was considered as the
School of the Kings by the large number of
members of European royalty who have
studied and are studying there and it does
not allow more than 10% of students come from the same country. It has two campuses, one in
the Swiss ski resort of Gstaad, where they move during the winter months. The Guinness Book of

.

Records includes it as the world's most expensive school, 56.000 € a year
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Peeta Mellark vs Gale Hawthorne
Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson) is a teenager
that lives in Panem in District 12. One day he
was selected for the Hunger games and he met
Katniss Everdeen. Peeta loves Katniss.

Gale Hawthorne (Liam Hemsworth) is a teenager that lives in Panem in District 12. He hunted with Katniss every
day before Katniss went to the Hunger games and they
were inseparable. He wants to leave District 12.

Josh Hutcherson
He was born on 12nd October, 1992 (age 21) In
Union, Kentucky, U.S.A He has appeared in TV roles
and programmes. He put voice to some films like
“The Polar Express”. And also appeared in some
films: “The hunger games”, “Bridge to Terabithia”,
“Journey to the Center of the Earth”,…
He has had a lot of girlfriends: Vanessa Hudgens….
Now he is with Claudia Traisac... He was a fan of
Justin Timberlake. He loves Kentucky Wildcats.

Liam Hemsworth
He was born 13th January, 1990 (age 24)In
Melbourne, Australia In 2010, he has appeared in the American film “The Last Song”. In
2012, he appeared as Gale Hawthorne in
“The Hunger Games” film series.
His brother is Thor (Chris Hemsworth).
Liam`s girlfriend was Miley Cyrus. They met
together in the film “The Last song”.
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JANE EYRE
Charlotte Bronte wrote the novel Jane Eyre which was published in 1847.
Jane Eyre as a young lady had very bad moments. Her parents had died and her aunt sent
her to a Boarding-School When she grew up she went to a house to work to teach one girl. In
this house she met a special man for her, called Rochester. She loved him, when they were
about to get married she knew that Rochester had a wife , but she was crazy and they didn‟t
stay together, Jane Eyre left her job and had another job.
After years Jane went to this house and the house was burned because the crazy wife of
Rochester had burned it .Rochester survived, but he was blind.
In these years Jane knew that her uncle had died. He was very rich and Jane inherited a large
amount of money. Finally Jane Eyre and Rochester got married.
I liked this film very much because it is about love that is a very interesting topic.

CHARACTERS
Jane Eyre - The protagonist and narrator of the novel, Jane is an intelligent, honest, plainfeatured young girl forced to contend with oppression, inequality, and hardship.
Edward Rochester - Jane‟s employer and the master of
Thorn field, Rochester is a wealthy, passionate man with
a dark secret that provides much of the novel‟s suspense.
St. John Rivers - Along with his sisters, Mary and Diana,
St. John serves as Jane‟s benefactor after she runs away
from Thorn field, giving her food and shelter. The minister
at Morton, St. John is cold, reserved, and often controlling
in his interactions with others.
Mrs. Reed - Mrs. Reed is Jane‟s cruel aunt, who raises
her at Gateshead Hall until Jane is sent away to school at
age ten. Later in her life, Jane attempts reconciliation with
her aunt, but the old woman continues to resent her because her husband had always loved Jane more than his own children.

OPINION
This movie has been very special for us. We have learnt many things
for life. For example the importance of social classes at that time. We
saw a modern film in class based on this classic novel, which helped
us improve our English.
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MTV MUSIC AWARDS
MTV video music awards first edition was held on 14 th September in 1984 on MTV. At first they
were an alternative for the Grammy Awards, but then they became very famous and popular.
These ceremonies have been celebrated in New York, Las Vegas, Los Angeles and Miami by
MTV.
The people that have won one of these awards receive a little statue, it‟s called “The man on
the moon”, because it is an astronaut on a satellite. Manhattan Design, designed the logo of
this statue and also the MTV logo. Since 2008 the public could choose the nominees and the
winners too. Since 2002 the ceremonies are held on the last Thursday in August.
The first awards, as we mentioned before, were in 1984, and Madonna sang “Like a Virgin” doing a choreography that a lot of people talked about. In 1986, the famous group Oasis sang
“Champagne supernova”, while the singer spat onto the stage being disrespectful to MTV. In
2005, Shakira and Alejandro Sanz sang “La tortura” and it was the first time that a Spanish video was in MTV music awards. In 2012, the awards were celebrated in the Staples Centre in
L.A. That year there were a lot of awards and Rihanna won one of them with “We found love”.
This year these prices are going to be held on 24th August at The Forum stadium.
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Clothing: In Japan you can find two different types of clothing: the
traditional one and the modern one.
In the traditional clothing the kimono stands out, it‟s a long and
flashy garment used only in special moments, but this kind of clothing is no longer dressed because it‟s really difficult to use.
In the modern clothing there are different styles as the „ganguro‟,
which consists of using designer clothes, having a tanned skin and
wearing excessive accessories.
It also stands out the school uniform, which is now considered part
of the young clothing, and the cosplay, which it‟s about dressing up
as an anime, manga or videogame character.
Cuisine: They have a sophisticated, refined and specialised
cuisine for every season. Their basic foodstuffs are the rice, the
oats, the bean and the millet. A standard Japanese food usually
has a rice cup, another one of soup and a variety of small dishes with fish, meat or vegetables.
Some famous dishes are the congee (rice porridge), the sushi,
the anpan (sweet roll filled with red bean paste), the korokke (a
deep-fried dish related to the croquette) and the tsukemono
(preserved vegetables).
Regarding the drinks one of the most famous one is the green tea
Entertainment: The manga, the anime and the video games are
an important part of their culture. They use literary and artistic
ancient traditions to do their films and TV programs. There is a
big industry focus on the manga (Japanese comic) and the
anime (cartoons), which have had a huge global acceptance. It‟s
also well-known worldwide the karaoke.
They have traditional games such has the jankenpon (rock-paper
-scissors), card games such has the hanafuda and board games
such as the shogi (similar to chess)
Sports and leisure: In Japan there is a big sport
diversity with traditional and modern ones. The most famous sports are
the martial arts, for example the iaido (it‟s about using a sword with
controlled movements), the judo, the karate, the kendo (Japanese
fencing) or the sumo.
These days, they also practice modern sports such as the baseball,
which is the most popular one in Japan, the football, the basketball, the
rugby or the table tennis.

There are also modern sports originated in Japan as the
ekiden (a long distance race) or the keirin (a motor-paced cycle racing).
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Portaventura is a theme park in Salou, Tarragona, Spain. It is the biggest resort in the south of
Europe. It was opened on 1st May 1995. Port Aventura Park is also the 6th most visited theme
park in Europe. There are five theme areas based on historic civilizations. These are the five
theme areas:

MEDITERRÁNIA
It is the main entrance area of the park and there
are several restaurants and shops.
FURIOUS BACO: It was opened in June 2007. It
can reach speeds of 135 km/h.

MEXICO
It features temples, statues and
a Great Pyramid that is the entrance to the Grand Mayan
Theatre, the biggest show zone
of the park
- Hurakan Condor: Is one of
the tallest rides in the world.
- Yucatán
- Loa armadillos: a new versión of Yucatán

POLYNESIA
It is the smallest theme area
The two main rides in the
area are :
- Tutuki splash : A themed
water ride.
- Sea Odyssey 4D
- Kon tiki wave: A pirate
ship ride .
- Canoes : A junior water
ride .

FAR WEST
There are nine attractions which make it the
biggest area in the park
The area is also home to
these thrilling rides:
- Stampida
- Tomahawk : A junior
version of Stampida
- Silver river flume
- El gran canyon rapids

- Serpiente emplumada
SESAMO AVENTURA
This area is aimed for the youngest visitors
of the park. It was opened in 2011.It was
built between China and Polynesia
These are the rides of this area:
- CocoPiloto – A monorail around the area.
- Tami-Tami – A roller-coaster for children.
- Magic Fish – A water carousel with jet-ski
cars.
- El salto de Blas – A drop-tower for children.
- La granja de Elmo – A ride to visit Elmo's
farm

CHINA
China is one of the biggest theme lands in the
park
The rides are:
-Dragon Khan: It was opened on 2nd May of
1995.
-Shambhala: It is the highest hyper-coaster in
Europe. It is 76 metres high and it can reach
134 km/h.
-Angkor : It was
opened in 2014
-Cobra imperial
-Tea cups
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THE GREATEST BAND FROM THE 60’S

Music has changed a lot during the years. Different types of music have been created and developed. One of the most intensive musical terms were 60‟s, with one band which is known all
around the world.

THE BEATLES
This band was formed in 1960, in Liverpool. The members of the
popular rock-pop band were John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George
Harrison and Ringo Starr. Stuart Stutcliffe and Pete Best were in the
first years of the band too, while Ringo wasn‟t. Years later, Stuart decided to leave and Best was replaced by Starr.
With Lennon, McCartney, Harrison and Starr in the band their professional career started. They began playing in little pubs from Liverpool
nearby cities. Local people liked listening to their music, and The
Beatles decided to compose their own songs. Many producers refused to promote them, but only one trusted in them, George Martin.
Their first single released was called “Love me do”. Since then their popularity increased and
started the Beatlemania. This, was formed by a crowd who loved The Beatles, following them,
speaking about them every moment... The Beatlemania started in the United Kingdom but it expanded all over the world, but in the United States it had an enormous effect. 4000 people received them in their first time, in New York. The Beatlemaniacs thought that The Beatles
marked another step in the world.
Regarding their albums, we can say that they‟ve released twelve
between 1963 and 1970. All of them are great but the most well
known ones are “Yellow submarine”, “Abbey Road” and “Let it be”.
The twelve albums were very well sold in those years, and people
still buy them today.
After their success, bad times arrived. On April 10 The Beatles officially broke-up. The year before they started with problems, they
used to argue all the time, Paul McCartney and John Lennon
especially. They had completely different ideas to compose
about and they never agreed. On the other hand, John started a
relationship with Yoko Ono. The members of the band didn‟t like
her, Paul above all. As they weren‟t comfortable between them,
John Lennon decided to continue his solo career. It was the end.
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STRANGE SPORTS
Apart from the usual sports (for example: basketball and football), there are some other strange
sports that most people may not know. And in this article we are going to analyse some of them:
Underwater rugby: this sport was created in the
1960s and was first played as a world championship in 1980. There are two teams with six players
each one and they have to try to score a goal into
the opponents‟ goal.
Extreme ironing: is an extreme sport in which people take ironing boards to remote locations and iron items of clothing. Those remote locations are: forest, canoe, skiing,
snowboarding or underwater. It was started in 1997 in Leicester, England.

Cooper's Hill Cheese-Rolling and Wake:
The first person over the finish line at
the bottom of the hill wins the cheese.
It is celebrated the last Monday of every May, in Gloucester, England. That
cheese is Double Gloucester
Disc golf: it is a flying disk game, in which players
throw a flying disk at a target. On the other hand,
that game is played around 40 countries in the world
and it was invented in the 1900s by Ronald Gibson
in Canada.
Hashing: that sport consists of a race with 5 stops to drink alcohol
and the route is five miles long. It started in 1938 in Malaysia. At
the end, they go to a pub or to a bar.

Finally, with this project we want to encourage people to do different sports, not only football
and basketball.
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"I´M NOT ANYONE TO TELL PEOPLE IF THEY ARE ABBLE OR NOT
TO WORK IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC"
Ramón Melendi Espina is a famous singer. He was born on 21st January,1979. He was enthusiastic about football but he decided to quit it in 2001. He started in 2001 working in the world of
music. In “ El bosque de Sherwood” group. In 2002 he left the group and he decided to continue a solo career. “ Sin noticias de Holanda”,”Vuelvo a traficar” and “El informe del forense”
were his first songs.
I: Hello Melendi! How are you?
M: Hello! Fine, thank you and you?
I: Fine! Let´s start with some important questions.
M: Okay!
I: How has your life changed since you had your first daughter, Carlota?
M: It was better since we had Carlota. I got more mature because I had new responsibilities
and I was forced to behave like the best father I could.
I: Why did you decide to leave your wrong habits?
M: Because I had the famous incident on the plane to Mexico and because of my son, Marco.
I: Do you prefer your first stage or your second one?
M: I can´t choose because both of them had a special meaning for me and because both represented a stage of my life that I will never forget.
In 2012 Melendi took part in the TV music programme of Telecinco called “La Voz” with other
coaches like Malu, Bisbal and Rosario.
I: What do you think about the experience of “La Voz”?
M: It was an amazing experience but I think that I´m not anyone to judge people and decide
if they are able or not to work in
the world of music.
I: Okay Melendi, that´s all.
Thank you very much and see
you soon!
M: Thank you too. See you
soon!
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Tomorrowland
Tomorrowland is an electronic music festival. It is produced by Entertainment and media Enterprise. It is held in Belgium and the first edition of the festival was 14th August 2005. About
450,000 people from 75 different nationalities attended the festival. The festival lasts 3 days.
The stages are decorated like a fairy story. Near the festival there is a campsite called
Dreamville for the people that come from foreign places. In that place you can pitch your own
tent or you can pay for a mansion. Before the festival there is a pre-party called The Gathering
if you are staying at the campsite.
In 2006 there were 9 different stages and the most famous people that went were David Guetta and Armin
van Buuren.
In 2007 it lasted two days for the first time and the most
famous performers were David Guetta and Coone.
In 2008 more than 50,000 people went and there were
more than 100 DJs.
In 2009 they had a new stage called “I love the 90´s”
and they more than 20,000 people went.
In 2010 the event reached a new record of 85,000 people in two days and the most famous
people were Dada life and Arno cost.
In 2011 they added an extra day more onto the festival and 87,000 people went and the most
famous were David Guetta, Avicii and Marco Bailey.
In 2012 there were more than 400 DJs including Avicii, David Guetta, Calvin Harris, Swedish
house mafia and LMFAO.
In 2013 they started a new concept called
TomorrowWorld. Tomorrowland will do festivals in other countries but it won´t stop taking place in Belgium.
This year, it‟s going to be in Belgium during
the last two weekends of July. The price of
the tickets are between the cheapest at 123
euros and the most expensive at 470 euros.
We think that it‟s a very good festival although the tickets are quite expensive. It is a great opportunity to have a fun time.
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This programme
and it consists of
your soul mate.

is a dating show
getting to know

It is a dating show produced by Mongolia TV and shown in “Telecinco” since 9 th, June, 2008.
The programme is presented by Emma García and it iwas created by Maria Filippi.

It was first broadcast in Italy. The set is located in Fuencarral, Madrid and it is filmed there. The
language is Spanish. They film every day and they have made about1398 episodes so far. It is
shown from Monday to Friday, from quarter to one to two past twenty. It approximately lasts
seventy five minutes. They show the previous programme at quarter past four in “La Siete”. You
can watch it if you are older than twelve. The programme is based on the Italian format “Uomini
e Donne”. It is targeted to singles.
“People who are in the throne” are four habitually; two boys and two girls and those are the
protagonists. They receive pretenders who come to conquer them. Every day the “person who
has the throne” can receive pretenders and after a brief presentation, they decide if they want to
meet them or not. Later the “person who is in the throne” will decide the individual meetings
with every pretender where they will have the opportunity to chat and know each other better
and the meetings are recorded out of the programme.

There is a “golden rule”, the rule is applied to the “person who is in the throne” and to the pretenders. This rule prohibits to keep in touch the pretenders and “the person who is in the
throne” out of the programme. If so, it would provoke the expulsion of the “person who is in the
throne” or the pretenders.
When the “person who has the throne” takes a decision they organize a final with the finalist
pretenders. The “person who has the throne” must choose his or her best pair eliminating the
rest of the pretenders, but he or she can leave the programme in solitary. The left position deals
for a member of the same sex.
There are advisers of love, their work is to advise the “person who has the throne” and they
sometimes give confidence about people who are in the programme.
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Jobs in the past
Governesses
Women went to rich people´s houses in order to teach the children and they often did this as part of the household. Nowadays
we call this job house girl or servant

Human alarm clocks
These were people who were hired to wake all the people. They
used sticks or stones.
Night watchmen
They lit all the lampposts with a torch and they checked to see if
people came to extinguish them

Heralds
These were people who were playing something similar to trumpets to announce to all the inhabitants of the city or town important news in other cities.

“Barquillero”
These sold wafers and they had a roulette wheel for their customers. If the customers had the lowest score he would pay for
all the wafers.

Duck walkers
People were hired in order to walk the ducks of people through
the city. The walkers had to treat the ducks as if they were dogs
or other pets. They did not earn a lot of money, but people
worked as duck walkers in their free time. They were, in general,
people who needed money to study at university or people who
needed to pay their mortgages or other loans.
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QUOTES
Quotes are really important in life, they hide a world of wisdom and they can make you
think, learn and improve. Here are some interesting ones:

‘Nothing right can be accomplished in art without enthusiasm’, by Robert Schumann.
This quote teaches you a great life lesson, and it can apply not only in art but in everything
you do. If you don‟t put effort, you will never succeed; you can‟t just sit down and wait for
good things to come, because life doesn‟t work like that. You should follow your dreams
and try to make them real in a realistic way, working hard on it. If you do something, do it
right, or it will be nothing.

‘A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable, but more useful than a
life spent doing nothing’, by George Bernard Shaw.
I personally think this is one of the best quotes ever. If you sometimes fail in life and you
make mistakes, you shouldn‟t feel badly because of it. We are obviously not perfect, luckily,
and the mistakes we‟ve made make us better and stronger. Imagine living a „perfect‟ life,
doing always everything in a fantastic way. It would be boring and you would never learn a
thing. It would be like you were empty inside, because our mistakes teach us how to improve, and they make us evolve. In fact, the absence of errors would be a big error itself.

‘Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a
trail’, by Ralph Waldo Emerson.
It has got a powerful meaning. It‟s necessary to be original and creative in life. If you always
follow and copy what others do, apart from having a monotonous life, you will never discover anything nor know yourself. You have to be ambitious sometimes and do your best. Follow your instinct and do new things, create or find something and teach others how to do it.
I think the way of being successful is being different.

‘Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself’, by John Dewey.
What would you do without education? A lot of you may think it is not that useful, it‟s boring
or it‟s only useful for having a good job in the future, but it‟s so much more than that. Without it, you would be like a small puppet which anyone can control and play with. Education
teaches you to think for yourself and protect you from real life problems.
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GENDER VIOLENCE
We usually hear on the news that some people kill their
boyfriends or girlfriends, but, do we know all about them?
Gender violence is a physical or psychological way of torturing people of the contrary sex.
People think that it´s easy to ask for help from another person but the person who is suffering this kind of torture still
loves his/her partner.
Typically, psychological violence consists of insulting the other person,

but in this case the

abuser doesn‟t hit the other person.
The other way of violence is physical torture, in this case the abuser gets drunk before arriving home or is a possessive person and he or she starts hitting the other one; in extreme
cases they could end up killing them.
In Spain, for example, during this current year, 26 people have already killed their partners;
the number of victims is going down if we compare it to other years; but we are still killing and
mistreating people and this is completely unacceptable.
Usually the person who kills the other one tries to kill himself/herself, because they feel guilty,
and they feel guilty because they are crazy and they kill their partner in a fit of anger.
This is just a short summary about gender violence, if you want to know more about this problem you can type into google “gender violence” and you will find thousands of web pages related to this topic
And remember a very important thing!! If you are suffering from one of these cases you must
call immediately “016” (Spanish number). Don´t suffer this despicable social problem, just
act!!
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At the beginning of 1960 in Buenos Aires, Argentina, some undergraduate people formed coral
groups. To increase the interest of people in these
groups, a festival was organized..
In the festival of 1965 one of the groups included the
humour in their show. They made a humour version
about a too formal concert, it was a success. Then,
they entered the programme of ID institute, a really
important art institute. In 1967 they took the name of
“les luthiers” Since 1977 les luthiers have made a new
show every 2 or 3 years

MEMBERS
Carlos López Puccio: he
was born on 9 October
1946 in Rosario, Argentina.
He has three sons: Pablo,
Laura, and Teo. He is: director of the „Estudio Coral
de Buenos Aires‟ and the
„Coro Polifonico Nacional‟.

Jorge Maronna: 1 August
1948. He was born in Bahía
Blanca. Now he has two
sons: Pablo and Lucía.
He is composer, guitarist
and humorist

Carlos Núñez Cortés: 15
October 1942. He has two
sons: Leonardo, Nathalie.
He is doctor in chemistry,
piano player, composer
and he won some prices
because of some plays of

Marcos Mudstok: 25 May
1942. He was born in Santa
Fe.
Now he has a daughter
Lucía.
He is an actor, announcer,
advertising creator and hu-

theatre.

morist.
Daniel Rabinovich: 18
November 1943. He was
born in Buenos Aires. Now
he has two sons: Ines and
Fernando.
He is notary, guitarist,
drummer, singer and actor.
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Gerardo Masana: he was
born in 1937 and he died in
November 1973.
He is the creator of the group,
and he was also musician,
instrument creator and architect. He was charismatic and
the inspiration for the rest of the members.
He ran the band trying to do his best.
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THE NAME OF THE WIND
SUMMARY:
The story starts in a tavern in nobody‟s land. A man
is going to tell the real story of his life for the first
time. This story is known only by him, because it has
been distorted by fibs, rumours and guesses which
have transformed him in a legendary character who
everybody thinks is dead: Kvothe. He is a musician,
murderer, hero, student, thief, wizard and beggar.
Now he is going to tell the truth about himself. For
that, he has to start from the beginning: his childhood
in an itinerant artists‟ troupe, his years having a bad
life like a little thief in a big city, and his arrival at a
Magic university, where he hopes to find the answers he was looking for.

PAGES: 880
WRITER: Patrick Rothfuss
GENRE: fantasy, adventure and mystery
COLLECTION: “The Kingkiller chronicle”
NEXTS BOOKS:
“The wise man‟s fare”
“The doors of stone

PERSONAL OPINION
In my opinion this is one of the best books I‟ve ever read. It‟s a
book which keeps your attention from the very first page, and
you cannot stop reading it.

This book introduces you in a story which is going to continue in
the next two books. The third book isn‟t on sale at the moment,
but I‟m waiting for it to be released to know the end of this amazing story
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